The concert entitled “Musical Journey through Europe” consists of a series
of songs from the rich Jewish European and Croatian heritage, performed
by Trio Klezmer and singer Zrinka Posavec. The project “Musical Journey
through Europe” is a vocal-instrumental event composed of Croatian folk
melodies and Sephardic and klezmer songs. This program seeks to highlight
the richness of the interplay of different cultural and artistic variants, thus
enriching the European cultural space. On the other hand, we show the
openness of the Croatian cultural horizon to content and creativity that
we recognize as original but also common in the heritage of the JudeoChristian tradition. It is a language, voice, metaphor, and image that brings
to every public a distinct and easy-to-understand musical experience.
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REPERTOIRE
PRUŽI MI RUKU
Croatian song (Mario Igrec)
FREYLEKHS
Jewish song (Yaakov Mazor)
ODESSA BULGAR
Jewish folk song from Bulgaria
PROTULETJE SE OTPIRA
Croatian folk song
HORA MARE BUCOVINEANA
Romanian folk song
MOJ DILBERE
Bosnian folk song
MEDO CUN DANCE
Moldavian traditional song
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LOMIR SICH IBERBETEN
Jewish folk song
ADIO QUERIDA
Spanish Sephardic traditional song
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TRIO KLEZMER AND SOPRANO ZRINKA POSAVEC
Over the past three years, the collaboration of four established
musicians has begun, with a longstanding desire to work together to
play the klezmer-music genre, recognizable by characteristic expressive
melodies of all kinds of emotions. The ensemble equally reaches out
for traditional music and folklore from the East. Various musical styles
influenced the creation of klezmer (Romanian tradition, jazz…), which
became one of the most prevalent styles in music at the beginning of the
21st century, something similar to the tango of the 1990s. Klezmer is very
specific in producing the effects of moaning, murmuring, crying, irony,
and laughter. Zrinka Posavec has collaborated with several renowned
Croatian musicians, and with the klezmer trio she has performed notable
concerts with her authentic arrangements of old-town songs for the past
year.
Bruno Philipp is one of the most prominent
representatives of Croatian clarinetists. In addition to
graduating from the Academy of Music in Zagreb, he
studied at the Conservatory in Paris. He has performed
solo with numerous relevant Croatian bands and
collaborated with renowned conductors and composers.
He is a member of the chamber ensembles of the Solenz
trio, the Zagreb Wind Blower, the Chantilly Camerata, the
Zagreb Klesmer and the three MisEnScene. He is a laureate
of the international competitions ‘Papandopulo’ and
‘Cluj-Napoca clarinet smoke’. He is active in designing
and implementing the project of Croatian Radio’s educational program ‘Music
Box’. He is a clarinet professor at the Blagoje Bersa Music School in Zagreb.
Mario Igrec graduated in philosophy from the Faculty
of Philosophy in Zagreb. For many years he worked at
the Vatroslav Lisinski Music School in Zagreb as a guitar
professor and head of the Jazz department. He is a
permanent member of the ensemble: Cubismo, Zagreb
Jazz Portrait, Swing Again, Mario Igrec Jazz Project (Latin
Jazz Project), Tro + Continuo, and until 2001 he was a
member of the Hot Club Zagreb. He has also collaborated
with eminent foreign musicians. In 2000, he received the
HGU status award for Outstanding Instrumentalist in
1999 in the Jazz, Latin, Fusion and Ethno categories. With the Cubismo group,
he has won 20 Porin discography awards, three of which were personal – for
arrangement and two for jazz composition.

Ambrozije Puškarić was born in 1982 in Ogulin, where he
attended elementary music school. He graduated from
Karlovac Music High School as a guitar player in the class
of prof. Viktor Vidović. In 2001 he enrolled in the guitar
department at the Music Academy in Zagreb, and in June
2006 graduated in the class of prof. Istvan Römera. He
has won several awards at the National Music and Dance
Competition. He is a member of the Croatian Society of
Guitarists and Educators, employed at the Karlovac Music
School, the leader of two local choirs (“Hosana” in Zagreb
and “Bosiljak” in Čučerje. He founded the chamber ensemble “Duo Corde” with
mandolinist Josip Orešković. Collaborates with Zrinka Posavec in the project
“Sevdah Posavec”.
Zrinka Posavec is an academic musician, singer, vocal
educator, singer-songwriter, conductor, producer, and
poet. In 2003 she graduated with a degree in music
culture from the Academy of Arts in Osijek, then focused
exclusively on voice education, and enrolled and
graduated with a degree in singing from the Academy of
Music in Zagreb, in the class of prof. Lidije Horvat-Dunjko.
At the same time, she was engaged in the traditional
music heritage of Croatia. She has worked with a number
of cultural and artistic societies in Croatia and abroad, as
well as with folklore schools and institutions dealing with
traditional culture. In 2007, she brought together the female vocal ensemble
Zwizde, with which she performed as a leader and soloist. Zrinka Posavec is
the editor and producer of the sound carrier called “Op, lonci, lončići”. This
album was nominated for the 2016 Porin Discography Award in the category
of folk and Ethno music.
Zrinka’s musical style is an intimate, deep and powerful expression of
emotions, which with her voice translates with great ease into different
musical forms, thus combining her personal musical expression with very deep
and characteristic traditional music. In her performances are intertwined, an
oriental sound based on improvisation music and old folk style. In 2016, her
first solo soundtrack “Pantomima” is released – SEVDAH AND PANONONIKA.
In 2018, her second soundtrack, titled “Cities and Villages”, dominate songs
from the Pannonian Zone and her original compositions written in the spirit
of traditional music. In 2017. She was nominated for the Porin Discography
Award.

